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Washakie Renewable Energy (WRE)
The Company
The need for sustainable, 
renewable, and secure 
energy sources is crucial to 
the strength and economic 
stability of America. 
Washakie Renewable Energy 
is a vital part of the energy 
solution. They produce high 
grade renewable biomass 
based diesel fuel, or biodiesel, with 
100% natural fats and oils from sustainable sources.

WRE believes in a high quality product delivered on time and meeting 
specifications. Research and development are what keep the company on 
the cutting edge of biofuel innovation. Their technicians, engineers, and 
chemists work together to push the boundaries of what biodiesel can do. 
Their logistics and transportation services allow product to be shipped 
in a timely and efficient manner; ultimately saving the customer time, 
and money. The company has numerous quality controls to provide the 
cleanest, most advanced biodiesel available. They also offer scientific and 
research consultation in fuels and biofuels.

Biodiesel 
WRE produces high-grade biodiesel from a diverse assortment of fats and 
oils. All these sources are known as “feedstocks.” Having a regular supply 
of feedstock at a reasonable price will allow WRE to produce biofuels at 
full capacity, which has the potential of taking nearly 180 million pounds 
of CO2 out of the atmosphere annually. 

Oil Collection
Once a business sets up an account, WRE installs a container at the 
desired location. They then send one of their collection trucks to pick 
up the used cooking oil based on a 
predetermined schedule depending on 
how much used cooking oil the business 
generates. WRE  prides themselves on their 
professionalism - and it shows. They take 
the worry and hassle out of disposing of 
used cooking oil, without any cost to the 
client.

Company Information

More Information:
www.wrebiofuels.com

From cooking oil to fuel

Renewable fuels
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United Fuel Supply (UFS)
The Company
WRE’s partner, United Fuel Supply, was 
established in 2011 in response to increased 
need for experienced biofuel trading. 
Headquartered in Salt Lake City, UFS has a 
well trained and experienced team to help 
any business fulfill their biofuel needs. UFS 
provides customers with the best service 
possible to help them navigate the complex task of managing biofuel 
sales, purchasing, and logistics. UFS is the leader in biofuel trading in the 
Intermountain west and the premier resource when it comes to anything 
dealing with renewable liquid fuels. 

Services
 � Terminal Services: UFS invests in strategically located fuel terminals to 

facilitate the secure transfer of products worldwide. 

 � Trading: UFS offers trading services for biodiesel, heating oil, chemical 
catalyst products, glycerin, feedstocks including virgin oils, yellow 
grease, tallow, unprocessed oilseeds, ect.

 � Logistics: The staff at UFS is ready to handle the often confusing and 
stressful job of renewable fuel logistics. They are experienced with 
rail, truck, and shipping containers. They also offer scientific and 
research consultation in fuels and biofuels.

Products
 � Biodiesel

 � Heating Oil (Bioheat)

 � Chemicals: Catalysts and Glycerin

 � Feedstock

Sister Company

More Information:
www.ufsupply.com

The United Fuel Supply facilities
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Growing to Meet Demand
Through the visionary leadership of its founder, Dr. Jacob Kingston, WRE 
continues to grow, evolve, and diversify as a key 
provider of eco-friendly materials. With record 
profits in conjunction with its sister company, 
and growing customer demand, WRE is building 
new facilities and expanding its oleo chemical 
offerings and developing a proprietary line of 
bio-polyols. 

Bio Polyols
Bio polyols are used in applications such as polyurethane foams 
(flexible & rigid), coatings, adhesives, sealants, and others. Its end-user 
industry includes construction, transportation, carpet, packaging, 
furniture/bedding, and others. Bio polyols are replacing petroleum 
based conventional polyols owing to advantages such as raw material 
availability, crude oil price increases, and a lower carbon footprint.

Oleo Chemicals
Since the first spike in crude oil prices in the 1970s, manufacturers 
have begun switching over to oleochemicals to meet the demand for 
sustainable fuels. WRE is actively expanding its facilities to offer high-
grade glycerins and oleochemicals, including C16 and C18 methyl esters.

State of the art facilities and  product-line diversification will allow WRE 
to continue to quickly react to changes in market demand and remain a 
highly profitable,  “green-leader” far into the future.

Kingston Energy Engineering Scholarship
This year, Washakie Renewable Energy 
in conjunction with the Utah Jazz each 
contributed $5 for every point the 
Utah Jazz made from the paint to the 
Kingston Energy Scholarship Fund. 
The five 2014 recipients are graduate 
and undergraduate students from the 
Department of Chemical Engineering. 
Graduate student Matthew Hamilton and 
Undergraduate students Samual Doane, 
Bethany Cox, Brandon Hill, Nathan Hamilton and Collin Sjobeck. Together, 
all thirteen recipients from the College of Engineering received a total of 
$50,000. Jacob Kingston, CEO of Washakie Renewable Energy, and Steve 
Miller, President of Miller Sports Properties awarded the scholarships.

Company Direction

WRE presents check to 
scholarship recipients

WRE plant

Community Involvement
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Dr. Jacob Kingston, PhD
As the CEO, Jacob Kingston founded Washakie 
Renewable Energy in 2006 from a few small 
blending containers to a 20+ million gallon 
producer of biodiesel fuel. Jacob’s entrepreneurial 
spirit has led the company to expand its portfolio 
beyond biofuels. This year, he will spearhead 
development in the natural gas sector, retail gas 
stations, and the entertainment world. He has 
also expanded WRE’s biodiesel production to 

include a seed crush plant, glycerin refiner, and he plans to build more 
value-added services at the plant over the coming years. Jacob values 
individuality amongst his workforce fostering new ideas and concepts for 
improvement. His leadership style nurtures innovation and an exciting 
work environment.

Jacob and his wife Sally founded The Kingston Energy Scholarship to give 
back to engineering students at the University of Utah. 

Jacob holds a PhD in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Utah. 
He resides with his wife and children in Sandy, Utah. 

Management Information
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Position Information Polyol Director of R&D
Role
The Director of Product Development and R&D will be a leader and 
technology expert in the development of bio-based polyols. This key 
leader will be responsible for creating product development roadmaps, 
developing and expanding proprietary bio-polyols, and leading a high 
functioning R&D team. This role requires an entrepreneurial leader with 
strong, proven polyol product development skills, exceptional knowledge 
of the possible polyol marketplaces and the ability to forecast next 
generation products based on business, industry and environmental 
conditions.

WRE is seeking a self-starter who thrives in a fast moving environment. 
The successful candidate will have the ability to work well with peers 
both internally and externally. He or she must be a strong leader who is 
creative and practical to ensure work is cost-effective and marketable. 

This role requires a hands-on research and development leader who has a 
well-developed understanding of business and is proficient at creating a 
market-focused product development pipeline. Customer contact as well 
as scale up plant work will also be required

Responsibilities
 � Be a hands-on leader and provide technology expertise in the field of 

proprietary bio-based polyols. 

 � Provide strategic direction and oversight for Polyol development 
team.

 � Develop and create product development strategies and policies 
aligned with organizational goals.

 � Shape and prioritize the bio-polyol portfolio in alignment with 
business unit needs, execute using stage-gate processes, and create 
systems to continuously measure performance and value delivery.

 � Determine trends within the polyol marketplace and create a 
proactive product development pipeline based on those trends.

 � Monitor performance of research and development activities through 
sales metrics.

 � Provide technical support and guidance to sales and marketing 
teams.
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 � Interact with customers to determine unmet needs and opportunities 
for new products or applications.

 � Effectively lead, mentor and develop a highly successful R&D team.

 � Manage the daily lab operations by directing and coordinating 
activities consistent with established goals, objectives, and policies.

 � Maintain laboratory instruments to ensure proper working order and 
troubleshoot malfunctions when needed.

Requirements
 � Masters in Chemistry, Polymer Chemistry or closely related field. PhD 

is highly desirable.

 � 5-10 years of Research and Development technology management 
experience.

 � Comprehensive understanding o f bio-polyol development, 
modification, and characterizations. 

 � Good comprehension of the structure and properties relationship of 
polymers. 

 � The ability to work effectively both individually and in a diverse, 
multi-disciplinary research team environment.

 � Proven track record of introducing 3 to 5 new products consistently 
per year. 

 � Demonstrated ability to lead, grow and mentor a highly 
entrepreneurial R&D team. 

 � Effective communication and interpersonal skills necessary to author 
technical and scientific reports and publications, deliver scientific 
presentations, and work with a multidisciplinary staff.

 � Willingness and flexibility to work non-traditional hours as necessary 
to meet program deliverables.
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Location Information
Salt Lake City, UT 
Salt Lake City is a city of unexpected surprises and brims with history, art, 
culture, entertainment and recreation - all in a beautiful location at the 
foot of Utah’s Wasatch Mountains. Salt Lake City combines the amenities 
of a large metro area with the opportunity to take advantage of year 
round outdoor recreation within minutes in every direction. An attractive, 
safe, and growing city, Salt Lake offers unequaled views, a thriving 
economy, exciting nightlife, remarkable history, the warm hospitality of a 
small western town, and “The Greatest Snow on Earth, TM.” Salt Lake is an 
incredible destination for patrons of the performing arts with: Ballet West, 
Utah Opera Company, Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company, Repertory Dance 
Theatre, Mormon Tabernacle Choir, The Utah Symphony. Numerous 
theater groups and over twenty art galleries are within minutes of Salt 
Lake’s downtown hotels.

Salt Lake City, Utah, owes much to its Mormon pioneer heritage. Its 
religious roots can be found everywhere, from the spires of the granite 
temple at the center of downtown to the statues and monuments 
dedicated to the city’s founding fathers. But Salt Lake City is far more 
than a city of history. With a highly educated, multilingual population, 
this small city attracts high-tech companies, entrepreneurial start-ups, 
and world-class athletes and Olympian hopefuls. Salt Lake City is clean 
and beautiful, a jewel set against a backdrop of majestic mountains and 
endless sky, with wide streets and friendly residents. Visitors from around 
the world went to Salt Lake City for the 2002 Winter Olympics, and from 
all accounts, they loved what they saw.

Salt Lake is known as the Crossroads of the West, and has long been a 
commerce center for the region. As it has grown, it has attracted major 
retailers, malls and developments. Once clustered in the downtown area, 
malls and other shopping opportunities are now spread throughout 
the valley. City Creek Center is a 20-acre residential, shopping, and 
office complex featuring more than 90 stores and restaurants, including 
Nordstrom, Macy’s, Tiffany, Michael Kors, Coach, and Texan de Brazil 
Churrascaria. It’s designed to be a walkable shopper’s paradise, with six 
acres of green space, the namesake creek, two 18-foot waterfalls, and a 
massive retractable roof. The Gateway is Utah’s best outdoor shopping 
center with 125 retail shops and 23 restaurants. Besides shopping and 
dining, The Gateway houses Clark Planetarium, Discovery Gateway 
Children’s Museum, and a 12-screen movie theater. One of the best places 

Salt Lake City skyline

Ski slopes in Salt Lake City

The Mormon Temple

Downtown Salt Lake City
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for apparel shopping in the region is Fashion Place, a huge indoor mall 
comprising more than 120 large and small retailers and restaurants in 
addition to anchors like Macy’s, Dillard’s, and Sears. 

Since hosting the 2002 Olympic Games, Salt Lake City has shined and 
continues to showcase the city’s profile as a destination to visit. When 
winter hits, the snow falls on the slopes of four world-class ski resorts, 
which are Alta, Brighton, Snowbird, and Solitude. Up in Park City, three 
world-class ski resorts and the Utah Olympic Park are less than a 40 
minute drive from downtown Salt Lake. With the influx of relocatees, and 
owners of second homes, Park City has transformed itself into a vibrant 
year-round city. During spring, summer and fall, our canyons are filled 
with hikers, rock climbers, mountain bikers and outdoor enthusiasts. 

Shopping at City Creek Center

Rock climbing in Salt Lake City
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Salt Lake City, UTLocation Links

General Area Links
Salt Lake City  
www.ci.slc.ut.us

Visit Salt Lake City 
www.visitsaltlake.com

Shopping
The Gateway 
www.shopthegateway.com

City Creek Center 
www.shopcitycreekcenter.com

Fashion Place Mall 
www.fashionplace.com

Foothill Village 
www.foothillvillage.com

Arts & Activities
Seven Peaks Waterpark 
www.utah.com/amusement/
deseretpeak.htm

Rose Wagner Arts Center 
www.slccfa.org/venues/rose-
wagner-performing-arts-center/

Visit the Great Salt Lake 
www.visitthegreatsaltlake.com

Hogle Zoo 
www.hoglezoo.org

Education
Salt Lake City School District 
www.slcschools.org

Neumont University 
www.neumont.edu

Salt Lake Community College 
http://www.slcc.edu/

Sports
Utah Jazz 
www.nba.com/jazz

Salt Lake City Sports Complex 
www.slco.org/recreation/slcsports

News
FOX13 
www.fox13now.com

The Salt Lake Tribune 
www.sltrib.com

Real Estate
Urban Utah Homes & Estates 
www.urbanutah.com

Salt Lake City Real Estate 
www.bestsaltlakehomes.com

The Hogle Zoo in Salt Lake City
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Skill Survey 
Polyol Director of R&D 

Name:        Date:       
 

1. Outline University Degree(s):  
(Please provide the Name, the Location, and the Phone Number of each Institution) 

      

2. Outline your expertise and years' experience in the synthesis, research, development, 
scale-up and commercial launch of Polyols. Particularly highlight work related to Bio or 
Natural Oil Polyols 

      

3. What is the average number of new Polyols or Polyol products you release (or have 
released) annually?  

      

4. Describe the most commercially successful Polyol project you have held a leadership role 
in. What were the key drivers of this product's success? 

      

5. Provide an overview of a highly complicated Polyol development project you were 
responsible for (please note we are looking for general information showing technical and 
problem solving abilities, proprietary information is neither requested nor desired). What 
were some of the roadblocks you encountered and how did you use your technical 
knowledge, understanding of the Polyol marketplace, and problem-solving abilities to 
complete the project? 

      

6. Describe your experience identifying product gaps and future trends in the Polyol 
marketplace. 

      

7. Describe your experience managing daily lab operations including coordination of R&D 
efforts, product testing and classification, technical support, regulatory issues and technical 
staff management 

      



8. Share your experience developing a high performing R&D team. What is the largest team 
you have lead and what were the functions of those who reported to you?  

      

9. Share your experience interacting with customers and partnering with sales and business 
development teams. 

      

10. Share an experience where you were working with a lean group or organization and were 
required to be very self-directed, "wear a lot of hats", and build a team from the ground up. 
What did you like most about this experience and what did you find most challenging? 

      

11. Tell us about any non-compete and/or employer restrictions that you may have. Please 
provide these documents for our review. 

      

12. Are you a US Citizen? If no, what is your Visa status and provide the type of Visa that you 
are currently working under and any restrictions/issues our client will have to deal with. 

      

13. If asked one of the following questions during an interview, how would you answer? 
 Why are you considering this opportunity? (or) What motivated you to consider a job 
change at this time? 

      

Relocation Acknowledge Agreement 
I      , acknowledge the condition to relocate to Salt Lake City, Utah area for the specific 
opportunity with Washakie Renewable Energy and am willing to do so if hired. 

As evidenced by my initials below, I fully understand that this acknowledgment is a requirement 
for the interview process and states that I have already spoken with any parties (i.e. spouse, 
significant other, children, parents, etc.) who may directly be impacted by my final decision to 
relocate.  

Print Name       
Initials               
 

References  
Please provide three to six references. The first priority is past bosses, then employees, then 
peers. 
 

Example: Bob Smith, currently - Business Director at ABC Corporation 412-123-4567, 
Email: bob.smith@abccorp.com. 
Was Business Director, my direct boss, while I was a Manager at ABC Corporation. 
 

We will NOT contact any references until after completing the 

interview process and not without notifying you first. 

 
1)       
 
2)       
 
3)       

 



4)       
 
5)       
 
6)       
 



 
Our Candidate Scorecard is a form you complete on every candidate you have now screened as a potential fit. If you can 
tell that some of the candidate’s are probably C level in a superficial overview in comparison to others you set those aside 
now and grade the rest.  The scorecard will help you objectively weigh all the Must Haves and even the preferences in 
such a way that at the end of using the scorecard process you can be pretty sure who the A plus candidates are, who the 
A candidates are, and who the B candidates are. Then we focus on scheduling for the A’s. 
 

 

Candidate Comparison-Scorecard                            Grade:_____                    Grader’s Name:________ 

Candidate Name:                                            
 

Client Name: Washakie Renewable Energy        Hiring Mgr:  Jacob Kingston              
HR: Becki Gardner 

 

 
Position:  Polyol Director of R&D  

 
Attribute A/B/C Comment 
1. Education 
A = MS or PhD  Chemical/Polymer Engineering 
B = MS or PhD in Chemistry or closely related  
C = BS Degree in Chemistry, Chemical or Polymer 
Engineering 

  

   
2.  Exp in Polyol Development 
A = 10+ yrs exp or more 
B = 7- 9 yrs exp 
C = < 7 yrs exp 

  

   
3.  Average number of PUDs released annually 
A = 5 + 
B = 3 - 5  
C = less than 3 

  

   
4. Commercially successful Polyols released 
A = Well defined description with specific example of 
success 
B = Defined description with general overview of 
success 
C = General answer no specifics 

  

   
5. Exp. in highly complicated Polyol development  
A = Specific example that demonstrates strong 
technical knowledge and problem solving skills 
B = General answer that demonstrates experience in 
this area 
C = Minimal exposure in this area  

  

   
6. Exp. Identifying product gaps and trends in the 
Polyol marketplace 
A = Specific example that demonstrates strong 
technical knowledge and problem solving skills 
B = General answer that demonstrates experience in 
this area 
C = Minimal exposure in this area 

  

6.    
   



 
Our Candidate Scorecard is a form you complete on every candidate you have now screened as a potential fit. If you can 
tell that some of the candidate’s are probably C level in a superficial overview in comparison to others you set those aside 
now and grade the rest.  The scorecard will help you objectively weigh all the Must Haves and even the preferences in 
such a way that at the end of using the scorecard process you can be pretty sure who the A plus candidates are, who the 
A candidates are, and who the B candidates are. Then we focus on scheduling for the A’s. 
 

7. Exp. managing daily lab operations 
A = Extensive - significant portion of current or 
recent role 
B = Somewhat - peripheral portion of current or 
previous role 
C = Minimal exposure 
   
8. Exp. hiring and developing a high performing R&D 
team. 
A = Has led teams of 7+ professionals 
B = Has led teams of 3 – 7 professionals 
C = Limited team leadership experience 

  

   
9.  Exp. interacting with customers and partnering 
with sales and biz. dev. teams 
A = Extensive - significant portion of current or 
recent role 
B = Somewhat - peripheral portion of current or 
previous role 
C = Minimal exposure 

  

   
10. Ability to function in a grassroots – build your 
own team situation 
A =  Answer shows ability and positive attitude 
towards working  in a lean environment, being self-
directed and  show previous experience building a 
group from scratch 
B = Answer shows a positive attitude toward working 
in a lean environment and building a team from 
scratch, but no prior experience working in this type 
of situation 
C = Answer indicates a negative attitude toward 
“wearing a lot of hats” and/or building a team from 
scratch 

  

   
10.Work Limitations 
A = No non-compete or applicable nondisclosure 
B = Unenforceable non-compete or limited 
nondisclosure 
C = Non-compete and/or limiting Nondisclosure 

  

   
11. Citizenship 
A = US Citizen 
B = Green Card in progress/limited sponsorship 
needed 
C =In need of full sponsorship 

  

   
11. Relocation to Salt Lake City, Utah 
A = No issues and/or lives in the area. 
B = Some issues but nothing major. 
C = Will have major issues relocating because of 
mortgage and/or relocation assistance from 
employer. 

  

   



 
Our Candidate Scorecard is a form you complete on every candidate you have now screened as a potential fit. If you can 
tell that some of the candidate’s are probably C level in a superficial overview in comparison to others you set those aside 
now and grade the rest.  The scorecard will help you objectively weigh all the Must Haves and even the preferences in 
such a way that at the end of using the scorecard process you can be pretty sure who the A plus candidates are, who the 
A candidates are, and who the B candidates are. Then we focus on scheduling for the A’s. 
 

12. Compensation: $130K to $160K  
A = $130 to $160K 
B = $115K to $130K or $160K to $175K 
C = below $115K or over $175K 

  

   
15. Length of previous employments 
A = Avg. 5-7 yrs. 
B = Avg. 3-5 yrs. 
C = Avg. < 3 yrs. 

  

   
16. Resume shows upward mobility 
A = Yes; obvious increase in Titles and/or 
responsibilities between roles 
B = Mostly; trend of increase in Titles and/or 
responsibilities between roles 
C = Little; resumes shows decrease in Titles and/or 
responsibilities. 

  

   
Grading Point System: 
A’s = 4 
B’s = 3 
C’s = 2 
Bonus Points = 1 
Now add up the numerical value of each grade and 
then divide by the total number of grades 

 Total Points 
 
Divided by __ grades = 
 
Avg. Grade 
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